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Describes ways to incorporate domain modeling into software
development.

The Psychology of Stupidity
What is an imaginary number? Can two parallel lines ever meet? How can
maths help us predict the future? Charting the development of maths
around the world from Babylon to Bletchley Park, this book explores
big questions like these and explains how the answers help us
understand everything from patterns in nature to artificial
intelligence. Written in clear English, The Maths Book is packed with
short, pithy explanations that cut through the jargon, step-by-step
diagrams that untangle knotty theories, memorable quotes, and witty
illustrations that play with our ideas about numbers. This diverse and
inclusive account of mathematics will have something for everybody,
including the maths behind world economies and espionage. But it also
traces the history of maths, from ancient ideas such as magic squares
and the abacus to modern cryptography, fractals, and the final proof
of Fermat's Last Theorem. Continuing the "Big Ideas" series' trademark
combination of authoritative, clear text and bold graphics, The Maths
Book uses an innovative visual approach to make the subject accessible
to everyone, whether you're an avid student or just curious about
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maths.

Math Geek
A collection of wit, pearls of wisdom, pithy quotes, and observations
on life from New York's premier philosophers is accompanied by blackand-white portrait photographs of the contributors, New York cab
drivers. IP.

Pluses and Minuses
A hilarious reeducation in mathematics-full of joy, jokes, and stick
figures-that sheds light on the countless practical and wonderful ways
that math structures and shapes our world. In Math With Bad Drawings,
Ben Orlin reveals to us what math actually is; its myriad uses, its
strange symbols, and the wild leaps of logic and faith that define the
usually impenetrable work of the mathematician. Truth and knowledge
come in multiple forms: colorful drawings, encouraging jokes, and the
stories and insights of an empathetic teacher who believes that math
should belong to everyone. Orlin shows us how to think like a
mathematician by teaching us a brand-new game of tic-tac-toe, how to
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understand an economic crises by rolling a pair of dice, and the
mathematical headache that ensues when attempting to build a spherical
Death Star. Every discussion in the book is illustrated with Orlin's
trademark "bad drawings," which convey his message and insights with
perfect pitch and clarity. With 24 chapters covering topics from the
electoral college to human genetics to the reasons not to trust
statistics, Math with Bad Drawings is a life-changing book for the
math-estranged and math-enamored alike.

The Maths Behind?
A wise and insightful exploration of human navigation, what it means
to be lost, and how we find our way. How is it that we can walk
unfamiliar streets while maintaining a sense of direction? Come up
with shortcuts on the fly, in places we’ve never traveled? The answer
is the complex mental map in our brains. This feature of our cognition
is easily taken for granted, but it’s also critical to our species’
evolutionary success. In From Here to There Michael Bond tells stories
of the lost and found—Polynesian sailors, orienteering champions,
early aviators—and surveys the science of human navigation. Navigation
skills are deeply embedded in our biology. The ability to find our way
over large distances in prehistoric times gave Homo sapiens an
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advantage, allowing us to explore the farthest regions of the planet.
Wayfinding also shaped vital cognitive functions outside the realm of
navigation, including abstract thinking, imagination, and memory. Bond
brings a reporter’s curiosity and nose for narrative to the latest
research from psychologists, neuroscientists, animal behaviorists, and
anthropologists. He also turns to the people who design and expertly
maneuver the world we navigate: search-and-rescue volunteers,
cartographers, ordnance mappers, urban planners, and more. The result
is a global expedition that furthers our understanding of human
orienting in the natural and built environments. A beguiling mix of
storytelling and science, From Here to There covers the full spectrum
of human navigation and spatial understanding. In an age of GPS and
Google Maps, Bond urges us to exercise our evolved navigation skills
and reap the surprising cognitive rewards.

I've Seen the End of You
The next book from Ben Orlin, the popular math blogger and author of
the underground bestseller Math With Bad Drawings. Change Is The Only
Constant is an engaging and eloquent exploration of the intersection
between calculus and daily life, complete with Orlin's sly humor and
wonderfully bad drawings. Change is the Only Constant is an engaging
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and eloquent exploration of the intersection between calculus and
daily life, complete with Orlin's sly humor and memorably bad
drawings. By spinning 28 engaging mathematical tales, Orlin shows us
that calculus is simply another language to express the very things we
humans grapple with every day -- love, risk, time, and most
importantly, change. Divided into two parts, "Moments" and
"Eternities," and drawing on everyone from Sherlock Holmes to Mark
Twain to David Foster Wallace, Change is the Only Constant unearths
connections between calculus, art, literature, and a beloved dog named
Elvis. This is not just math for math's sake; it's math for the sake
of becoming a wiser and more thoughtful human.

Change Is the Only Constant
You may have watched hundreds of episodes of The Simpsons (and its
sister show Futurama) without ever realising that they contain enough
maths to form an entire university course. In The Simpsons and Their
Mathematical Secrets, Simon Singh explains how the brilliant writers,
some of the mathematicians, have smuggled in mathematical jokes
throughout the cartoon's twenty-five year history, exploring
everything from to Mersenne primes, from Euler's equation to the
unsolved riddle of P vs. NP, from perfect numbers to narcissistic
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numbers, and much more. With wit, clarity and a true fan's zeal, Singh
analyses such memorable episodes as 'Bart the Genius' and 'Homer3' to
offer an entirely new insight into the most successful show in
television history.

This Is the Voice
A New York Times bestselling writer explores what our unique sonic
signature reveals about our species, our culture, and each one of us.
Finally, a vital topic that has never had its own book gets its due.
There’s no shortage of books about public speaking or language or
song. But until now, there has been no book about the miracle that
underlies them all—the human voice itself. And there are few writers
who could take on this surprisingly vast topic with more artistry and
expertise than John Colapinto. Beginning with the novel—and
compelling—argument that our ability to speak is what made us the
planet’s dominant species, he guides us from the voice’s beginnings in
lungfish millions of years ago to its culmination in the talent of
Pavoratti, Martin Luther King Jr., and Beyoncé—and each of us, every
day. Along the way, he shows us why the voice is the most efficient,
effective means of communication ever devised: it works in all
directions, in all weathers, even in the dark, and it can be
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calibrated to reach one other person or thousands. He reveals why
speech is the single most complex and intricate activity humans can
perform. He travels up the Amazon to meet the Piraha, a reclusive
tribe whose singular language, more musical than any other, can help
us hear how melodic principles underpin every word we utter. He heads
up to Harvard to see how professional voices are helped and healed,
and he ventures out on the campaign trail to see how demagogues wield
their voices as weapons. As far-reaching as this book is, much of the
delight of reading it lies in how intimate it feels. Everything
Colapinto tells us can be tested by our own lungs and mouths and ears
and brains. He shows us that, for those who pay attention, the voice
is an eloquent means of communicating not only what the speaker means,
but also their mood, sexual preference, age, income, even
psychological and physical illness. It overstates the case only
slightly to say that anyone who talks, or sings, or listens will find
a rich trove of thrills in This Is the Voice.

Math with Bad Drawings
This comprehensive guide covers the history and development of
mathematics, from the Ancient Egyptians and Pythagoreans to key
figures such as Galileo, Dodgson, Babbage and Lovelace through to
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contemporary work of the 21st century. It tells of the remarkable
stories that have shaped mathematics and also features sections on how
maths can be used to solve the mysteries of the universe, what the
Prisoner's Dilemma is as well as Fermat's Last Theorem amongst many
more. Accessible, well-informed and fully-illustrated, this is a book
that shows perfectly just how varied and fascinating mathematics is as
a subject.

The Life-Changing Magic of Numbers
"Joyful and funny . . . Park uses science, compassion, humor, diverse
stories and examples of her own shame-free living to take the stigma
out of these infections." —The New York Times With curiosity and wit,
Strange Bedfellows rips back the bedsheets to expose what really
happens when STDs enter the sack. Sexually transmitted diseases have
been hidden players in our lives for the whole of human history, with
roles in everything from World War II to the growth of the Internet to
The Bachelor. But despite their prominence, STDs have been shrouded in
mystery and taboo for centuries, which begs the question: why do we
know so little about them? Enter Ina Park, MD, who has been pushing
boundaries to empower and inform others about sexual health for
decades. With Strange Bedfellows, she ventures far beyond the bedroom
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to examine the hidden role and influence of these widely misunderstood
infections and share their untold stories. Covering everything from
AIDS to Zika, Park explores STDs on the cellular, individual, and
population-level. She blends science and storytelling with historical
tales, real life sexual escapades, and interviews with leading
scientists—weaving in a healthy dose of hilarity along the way. The
truth is, most of us are sexually active, yet we’re often unaware of
the universe of microscopic bedfellows inside our pants. Park aims to
change this by bringing knowledge to the masses in an accessible, nononsense, humorous way—helping readers understand the broad impact
STDs have on our lives, while at the same time erasing the unfair
stigmas attached to them. A departure from the cone of awkward silence
and shame that so often surrounds sexual health, Strange Bedfellows is
the straight-shooting book about the consequences of sex that all
curious readers have been looking for.

Do Dice Play God?
“Delightful . . . easily digestible chapters include plenty of helpful
examples and illustrations. You'll never forget the Pythagorean
theorem again!”—Scientific American Many people take math in high
school and promptly forget much of it. But math plays a part in all of
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our lives all of the time, whether we know it or not. In The Joy of x,
Steven Strogatz expands on his hit New York Times series to explain
the big ideas of math gently and clearly, with wit, insight, and
brilliant illustrations. Whether he is illuminating how often you
should flip your mattress to get the maximum lifespan from it,
explaining just how Google searches the internet, or determining how
many people you should date before settling down, Strogatz shows how
math connects to every aspect of life. Discussing pop culture,
medicine, law, philosophy, art, and business, Strogatz is the math
teacher you wish you’d had. Whether you aced integral calculus or
aren’t sure what an integer is, you’ll find profound wisdom and
persistent delight in The Joy of x.

A Brief History of Mathematical Thought
"We need books like this one." --Steven Pinker At last, stupidity
explained! And by some of the world's smartest people, among them
Daniel Kahneman, Dan Ariely, Alison Gopnik, Howard Gardner, Antonio
Damasio, Aaron James, and Ryan Holiday. And so I proclaim, o idiots of
every stripe and morons of all kinds, this is your moment of glory:
this book speaks only to you. But you will not recognize yourselves
Stupidity is all around us, from the coworker who won't stop hitting
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"reply all" to the former high school classmate posting conspiracy
theories on Facebook. But in order to vanquish it, we must first
understand it. In The Psychology of Stupidity, some of the world's
leading psychologists and thinkers--including a Nobel Prize winner and
bestselling authors--will show you • why smart people sometimes
believe in utter nonsense; • how our lazy brains cause us to make the
wrong decisions; • why trying to debate fools is a trap; • how media
manipulation and Internet overstimulation make us dumber; • why the
stupidest people don't think they're stupid. The wisdom and wit of
these experts are a balm for our aggrieved souls and a beacon of hope
in a world of morons.

Ingredients
'This is about gob-smacking science at the far end of reason Take it
nice and easy and savour the experience of your mind being blown
without recourse to hallucinogens' Nicholas Lezard, Guardian For most
people, quantum theory is a byword for mysterious, impenetrable
science. And yet for many years it was equally baffling for scientists
themselves. In this magisterial book, Manjit Kumar gives a dramatic
and superbly-written history of this fundamental scientific
revolution, and the divisive debate at its core. Quantum theory looks
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at the very building blocks of our world, the particles and processes
without which it could not exist. Yet for 60 years most physicists
believed that quantum theory denied the very existence of reality
itself. In this tour de force of science history, Manjit Kumar shows
how the golden age of physics ignited the greatest intellectual debate
of the twentieth century. Quantum theory is weird. In 1905, Albert
Einstein suggested that light was a particle, not a wave, defying a
century of experiments. Werner Heisenberg's uncertainty principle and
Erwin Schrodinger's famous dead-and-alive cat are similarly strange.
As Niels Bohr said, if you weren't shocked by quantum theory, you
didn't really understand it. While "Quantum" sets the science in the
context of the great upheavals of the modern age, Kumar's centrepiece
is the conflict between Einstein and Bohr over the nature of reality
and the soul of science. 'Bohr brainwashed a whole generation of
physicists into believing that the problem had been solved', lamented
the Nobel Prize-winning physicist Murray Gell-Mann. But in "Quantum",
Kumar brings Einstein back to the centre of the quantum debate.
"Quantum" is the essential read for anyone fascinated by this complex
and thrilling story and by the band of brilliant men at its heart.

Numbers
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Did you grow up thinking math is boring? It's time to reconsider. This
book will teach you everything you ever wondered about numbers—and
more. How and why did human beings first start using numbers at the
dawn of history? Would numbers exist if weHomo sapiens weren't around
to discover them? What's so special about weird numbers like pi and
the Fibonacci sequence? What about rational, irrational, real, and
imaginary numbers? Why do we need them? Two veteran math educators
explain it all in ways even the most math phobic will find appealing
and understandable. You'll never look at those squiggles on your
calculator the same again.

The Drinkable Globe
Uncertainty is everywhere. It lurks in every consideration of the
future - the weather, the economy, the sex of an unborn child - even
quantities we think that we know such as populations or the transit of
the planets contain the possibility of error. It's no wonder that,
throughout that history, we have attempted to produce rigidly defined
areas of uncertainty - we prefer the surprise party to the surprise
asteroid. We began our quest to make certain an uncertain world by
reading omens in livers, tea leaves, and the stars. However, over the
centuries, driven by curiosity, competition, and a desire be better
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gamblers, pioneering mathematicians and scientists began to reduce
wild uncertainties to tame distributions of probability and
statistical inferences. But, even as unknown unknowns became known
unknowns, our pessimism made us believe that some problems were
unsolvable and our intuition misled us. Worse, as we realized how
omnipresent and varied uncertainty is, we encountered chaos, quantum
mechanics, and the limitations of our predictive power. Bestselling
author Professor Ian Stewart explores the history and mathematics of
uncertainty. Touching on gambling, probability, statistics, financial
and weather forecasts, censuses, medical studies, chaos, quantum
physics, and climate, he makes one thing clear: a reasonable
probability is the only certainty.

Things to Make and Do in the Fourth Dimension
Emblazoned on many advertisements for the wildly popular game of
Sudoku are the reassuring words, "no mathematical knowledge required."
Anxiety about math plagues many of us, and school memories can still
summon intense loathing. In A Brief History of Mathematical Thought,
Luke Heaton shows that much of what many think-and fear-about
mathematics is misplaced, and to overcome our insecurities we need to
understand its history. To help, he offers a lively guide into and
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through the world of mathematics and mathematicians, one in which
patterns and arguments are traced through logic in a language grounded
in concrete experience. Heaton reveals how Greek and Roman
mathematicians like Pythagoras, Euclid, and Archimedes helped shaped
the early logic of mathematics; how the Fibonacci sequence, the rise
of algebra, and the invention of calculus are connected; how clocks,
coordinates, and logical padlocks work mathematically; and how, in the
twentieth century, Alan Turing's revolutionary work on the concept of
computation laid the groundwork for the modern world. A Brief History
of Mathematical Thought situates mathematics as part of, and essential
to, lived experience. Understanding it requires not abstract thought
or numbing memorization but an historical imagination and a view to
its origins. --

Is That a Big Number?
An old man is dying. When the old man is dead they will come for him.
And they will come for her, to make him hurt. John Hart has written
three New York Times bestsellers and won an unprecedented two back-toback Edgar Awards. His books have been called "masterful" (Jeffery
Deaver) and "gripping" (People) with "Grisham-style intrigue and Turowstyle brooding" (The New York Times). Now he delivers his fourth
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novel—a gut-wrenching, heart-stopping thriller no reader will soon
forget. HE WOULD GO TO HELL At the Iron Mountain Home for Boys, there
was nothing but time. Time to burn and time to kill, time for two
young orphans to learn that life isn't won without a fight. Julian
survives only because his older brother, Michael, is fearless and
fiercely protective. When tensions boil over and a boy is brutally
killed, there is only one sacrifice left for Michael to make: He flees
the orphanage and takes the blame with him. TO KEEP HER SAFE For two
decades, Michael has been an enforcer in New York's world of organized
crime, a prince of the streets so widely feared he rarely has to kill
anymore. But the life he's fought to build unravels when he meets
Elena, a beautiful innocent who teaches him the meaning and power of
love. He wants a fresh start with her, the chance to start a family
like the one he and Julian never had. But someone else is holding the
strings. And escape is not that easy. . . . GO TO HELL, AND COME BACK
BURNING The mob boss who gave Michael his blessing to begin anew is
dying, and his son is intent on making Michael pay for his betrayal.
Determined to protect the ones he loves, Michael spirits Elena—who
knows nothing of his past crimes, or the peril he's laid at her door—
back to North Carolina, to the place he was born and the brother he
lost so long ago. There, he will encounter a whole new level of
danger, a thicket of deceit and violence that leads inexorably to the
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one place he's been running from his whole life: Iron House. Now with
an excerpt of John Hart's next book The Hush, available in February
2018.

The Maths Book
This gripping inspirational memoir grapples with the tension between
faith and science—and between death and hope—as a seasoned
neurosurgeon faces insurmountable odds and grief both in the office
and at home. “Beautiful, haunting, powerful . . .”—Daniel G. Amen, MD
Dr. W. Lee Warren, a practicing brain surgeon, assumed he knew most
outcomes for people with glioblastoma, head injuries, and other healthcare problems. Yet even as he tried to give patients hope, his own
heart would sink as he realized, I've seen the end of you. But it
became far more personal when the acclaimed doctor experienced an
unimaginable family tragedy. That's when he reached the end of
himself. Page-turning medical stories serve as the backdrop for a raw,
honest look at how we can remain on solid ground when everything goes
wrong and how we can find light in the darkest hours of life. I've
Seen the End of You is the rare book that offers tender empathy and
tangible hope for those who are suffering. No matter what you're
facing, this doesn't have to be the end. Even when nothing seems to
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makes sense, God can transform your circumstances and your life. And
he can offer a new beginning.

Domain-driven Design
The Simpsons and Their Mathematical Secrets
"An extraordinary tale, extraordinarily told." –Megan Abbott A
masterful, genre-defying narrative of the most ambitious science
project ever conceived: NASA’s deep space mission to Europa, the
Jovian moon where might swim the first known alien life in our solar
system In the spirit of Tom Wolfe and John McPhee, The Mission is an
exuberant master class of creative nonfiction that reveals how a
motley, determined few expanded the horizon of human achievement. When
scientists discovered the first ocean beyond Earth, they had two big
questions: “Is it habitable?” and “How do we get there?” To answer the
first, they had to solve the second, and so began a vivacious team’s
twenty-year odyssey to mount a mission to Europa, the ocean moon of
Jupiter. Standing in their way: NASA, fanatically consumed with
landing robots on Mars; the White House, which never saw a science
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budget it couldn’t cut; Congress, fixated on going to the moon or
Mars—anywhere, really, to give astronauts something to do; rivals in
academia, who wanted instead to go to Saturn; and even Jupiter itself,
which guards Europa in a pulsing, rippling radiation belt—a halo of
death whose conditions are like those that follow a detonated
thermonuclear bomb. The Mission is the Homeric, never-before-told
story of modern space exploration, and a magnificent portrait of the
inner lives of scientists who study the solar system’s mysterious
outer planets. David W. Brown chronicles the remarkable saga of how
Europa was won, and what it takes to get things done—both down here,
and up there.

Quantum
Anyone who has ever suffered through a tough math class has probably
wondered, When am I going to use this stuff? This work challenges the
assumptions that lie at the heart of math education. It contends that
there are a number of untested myths in most discussions about the
role of mathematics in education.

The Math of Life and Death
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The most ubiquitous, and perhaps the most intriguing, number pattern
in mathematics is the Fibonacci sequence. In this simple pattern
beginning with two ones, each succeeding number is the sum of the two
numbers immediately preceding it (1, 1, 2, 3, 5, 8, 13, 21, ad
infinitum). Far from being just a curiosity, this sequence recurs in
structures found throughout nature-from the arrangement of whorls on a
pinecone to the branches of certain plant stems. All of which is
astounding evidence for the deep mathematical basis of the natural
world.With admirable clarity, math educators Alfred Posamentier and
Ingmar Lehmann take us on a fascinating tour of the many ramifications
of the Fibonacci numbers. The authors begin with a brief history of
their distinguished Italian discoverer, who, among other
accomplishments, was responsible for popularizing the use of Arabic
numerals in the West. Turning to botany, the authors demonstrate,
through illustrative diagrams, the unbelievable connections between
Fibonacci numbers and natural forms (pineapples, sunflowers, and
daisies are just a few examples). In art, architecture, the stock
market, and other areas of society and culture, they point out
numerous examples of the Fibonacci sequence as well as its derivative,
the golden ratio. And of course in mathematics, as the authors amply
demonstrate, there are almost boundless applications in probability,
number theory, geometry, algebra, and Pascal's triangle, to name a
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few.Accessible and appealing to even the most math-phobic individual,
this fun and enlightening book allows the reader to appreciate the
elegance of mathematics and its amazing applications in both natural
and cultural settings.Alfred S. Posamentier (New York, NY) is dean of
the School of Education and professor of mathematics education at The
City College of the City University of New York. He has published over
40 books in the area of mathematics and mathematics education,
including Pi: A Biography of the World's Most Mysterious Number and
Math Charmers: Tantalizing Tidbits for the Mind.Ingmar Lehmann
(Berlin, Germany) is on the mathematics faculty at Humboldt University
in Berlin and the coauthor of Pi: A Biography of the World's Most
Mysterious Number.

The Mathematics of Love
The new "sine" of mathematical geekdom! Do you dream about long
division in your sleep? Does the thought of solving abstruse equations
bring a smile to your face? Do you love celebrating pi every March?
Then, Math Geek was made for you! With this guide, you'll learn even
more about the power of numbers as you explore their brilliant nature
in ways you've never imagined. From manhole covers to bubbles to
subway maps, each page gives you a glimpse of the world through
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renowned mathematicians' eyes and reveals how their theorems and
equations can be applied to nearly everything you encounter. Covering
dozens of your favorite math topics, you'll find fascinating answers
to questions like: How are the waiting times for buses determined? Why
is Romanesco Broccoli so mesmerizing? How do you divide a cake evenly?
Should you run or walk to avoid rain showers? Filled with compelling
mathematical explanations, Math Geek sheds light on the incredible
world of numbers hidden deep within your day-to-day life.

The Fabulous Fibonacci Numbers
Have you ever wondered why, when you get to the end of a traffic jam,
there's often frustratingly no obvious cause for it? There's a
mathematical reason behind that. Or ever wondered just how easy your
password (that you use for every online account you've ever signed up
for) would be to crack? There's a formula for that too. The Maths
Behind takes a scientific view of the world, and can give you the
reasons for all the nagging questions in your life, along with many
you never even thought to ask. From the science behind AI (artificial
intelligence), to the maths behind how to consistently win at Monopoly
(and become very unpopular with your family), this is a fascinating
look at the mathematical forces that run beneath our everyday
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transactions.

Achieving Equity in Gifted Programming
A brilliant and entertaining mathematician illuminates seven
mathematical principles that shape our lives. “Kit Yates shows how our
private and social lives are suffused by mathematics. Ignorance may
bring tragedy or farce. This is an exquisitely interesting book. It’s
a deeply serious one too and, for those like me who have little math,
it’s delightfully readable.” —Ian McEwan, author of Atonement “Kit
Yates is a natural storyteller. Through fascinating stories and
examples, he shows how maths is the beating heart of so much of modern
life. An exciting new voice in the world of science communication.”
—Marcus du Sautoy, author of The Music of the Primes From birthdays to
birth rates to how we perceive the passing of time, mathematical
patterns shape our lives. But for those of us who left math behind in
high school, the numbers and figures hurled at us as we go about our
days can sometimes leave us scratching our heads and feeling as if
we’re fumbling through a mathematical minefield. In this eye-opening
and extraordinarily accessible book, mathematician Kit Yates
illuminates hidden principles that can help us understand and navigate
the chaotic and often opaque surfaces of our world. In The Math of
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Life and Death, Yates takes us on a fascinating tour of everyday
situations and grand-scale applications of mathematical concepts,
including exponential growth and decay, optimization, statistics and
probability, and number systems. Along the way he reveals the
mathematical undersides of controversies over DNA testing, medical
screening results, and historical events such as the Chernobyl
disaster and the Amanda Knox trial. Readers will finish this book with
an enlightened perspective on the news, the law, medicine, and
history, and will be better equipped to make personal decisions and
solve problems with math in mind, whether it’s choosing the shortest
checkout line at the grocery store or halting the spread of a deadly
disease.

The Wonder Book of Geometry
If you found maths lessons at school irrelevant and boring, that’s
because you didn’t have a teacher like Bobby Seagull. ***As seen on
Monkman & Seagull's Genius Guide to Britain*** Long before his rise to
cult fandom on University Challenge, Bobby Seagull was obsessed with
numbers. They were the keys that unlocked the randomness of football
results, the beauty of art and the best way to get things done. In his
absorbing book, Bobby tells the story of his life through numbers and
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shows the incredible ways maths can make sense of the world around us.
From magic shows to rap lyrics, from hobbies to outer space, from
fitness to food – Bobby’s infectious enthusiasm for numbers will
change how you think about almost everything. Told through fascinating
stories and insights from Bobby’s life, and with head-scratching
puzzles in every chapter, you’ll never look at numbers the same way
again.

Iron House
In this must-have for anyone who wants to better understand their love
life, a mathematician pulls back the curtain and reveals the hidden
patterns—from dating sites to divorce, sex to marriage—behind the
rituals of love. The roller coaster of romance is hard to quantify;
defining how lovers might feel from a set of simple equations is
impossible. But that doesn’t mean that mathematics isn’t a crucial
tool for understanding love. Love, like most things in life, is full
of patterns. And mathematics is ultimately the study of patterns—from
predicting the weather to the fluctuations of the stock market, the
movement of planets or the growth of cities. These patterns twist and
turn and warp and evolve just as the rituals of love do. In The
Mathematics of Love, Dr. Hannah Fry takes the reader on a fascinating
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journey through the patterns that define our love lives, applying
mathematical formulas to the most common yet complex questions
pertaining to love: What’s the chance of finding love? What’s the
probability that it will last? How do online dating algorithms work,
exactly? Can game theory help us decide who to approach in a bar? At
what point in your dating life should you settle down? From evaluating
the best strategies for online dating to defining the nebulous concept
of beauty, Dr. Fry proves—with great insight, wit, and fun—that math
is a surprisingly useful tool to negotiate the complicated, often
baffling, sometimes infuriating, always interesting, mysteries of
love.

From Here to There
‘Another terrific book by Rob Eastaway’ SIMON SINGH ‘A delightfully
accessible guide to how to play with numbers’ HANNAH FRY

Strange Bedfellows
Forget the 10,000 hour rule— what if it’s possible to learn the basics
of any new skill in 20 hours or less? Take a moment to consider how
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many things you want to learn to do. What’s on your list? What’s
holding you back from getting started? Are you worried about the time
and effort it takes to acquire new skills—time you don’t have and
effort you can’t spare? Research suggests it takes 10,000 hours to
develop a new skill. In this nonstop world when will you ever find
that much time and energy? To make matters worse, the early hours of
practicing something new are always the most frustrating. That’s why
it’s difficult to learn how to speak a new language, play an
instrument, hit a golf ball, or shoot great photos. It’s so much
easier to watch TV or surf the web . . . In The First 20 Hours, Josh
Kaufman offers a systematic approach to rapid skill acquisition— how
to learn any new skill as quickly as possible. His method shows you
how to deconstruct complex skills, maximize productive practice, and
remove common learning barriers. By completing just 20 hours of
focused, deliberate practice you’ll go from knowing absolutely nothing
to performing noticeably well. Kaufman personally field-tested the
methods in this book. You’ll have a front row seat as he develops a
personal yoga practice, writes his own web-based computer programs,
teaches himself to touch type on a nonstandard keyboard, explores the
oldest and most complex board game in history, picks up the ukulele,
and learns how to windsurf. Here are a few of the simple techniques he
teaches: Define your target performance level: Figure out what your
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desired level of skill looks like, what you’re trying to achieve, and
what you’ll be able to do when you’re done. The more specific, the
better. Deconstruct the skill: Most of the things we think of as
skills are actually bundles of smaller subskills. If you break down
the subcomponents, it’s easier to figure out which ones are most
important and practice those first. Eliminate barriers to practice:
Removing common distractions and unnecessary effort makes it much
easier to sit down and focus on deliberate practice. Create fast
feedback loops: Getting accurate, real-time information about how well
you’re performing during practice makes it much easier to improve.
Whether you want to paint a portrait, launch a start-up, fly an
airplane, or juggle flaming chainsaws, The First 20 Hours will help
you pick up the basics of any skill in record time . . . and have more
fun along the way.

Taxi Driver Wisdom
"This tour of real-world mathematical disasters reveals the importance
of math in everyday life. All sorts of seemingly innocuous
mathematical mistakes can have significant consequences. Exploring and
explaining a litany of glitches, near misses, and mathematical mishaps
involving the internet, big data, elections, street signs, lotteries,
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the Roman Empire, and an Olympic team, Matt Parker uncovers the ways
math trips us up"--

Magnificent Mistakes in Mathematics
Join the globetrotting Jeff Cioletti as he explores the tradition,
consumption, and production of alcohol in eleven distinct global
regions. Starting at the international dateline and moving west,
Cioletti shares thoughts on the relationships of the people that
inhabit these regions with alcohol and even throws in dozens of
cocktail recipes from reknowned international bartenders and
connoisseurs to boot.

How to Invent Everything
Achieving Equity in Gifted Programming offers practical, researchbased programming implementations to increase equity in gifted
education and: Helps educators understand diverse learners'
identification and needs. Calls educators to act in response to the
disproportionate participation of diverse students in gifted programs.
Builds off of research on talent development, cultural awareness, and
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social justice in education. Tasks educators with exploring their own
implicit and explicit biases. Asks educators to focus on culturally
responsive teaching. Each chapter poses an opportunity for educators
to address underrepresentation and their own understanding of
culturally, linguistically, and economically diverse learners.
Underrepresentation in gifted education can be addressed—it does not
have to go on in perpetuity.

The Joy of x
David Acheson transports us into the world of geometry, one of the
oldest branches of mathematics. He describes its history, from ancient
Greece to the present day, and its emphasis on proofs. With its
elegant deduction and practical applications, he demonstrates how
geometry offers the quickest route to the spirit of mathematics at its
best.

In the Land of Men
From preeminent math personality and author of The Joy of x, a
brilliant and endlessly appealing explanation of calculus - how it
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works and why it makes our lives immeasurably better. Without
calculus, we wouldn't have cell phones, TV, GPS, or ultrasound. We
wouldn't have unraveled DNA or discovered Neptune or figured out how
to put 5,000 songs in your pocket. Though many of us were scared away
from this essential, engrossing subject in high school and college,
Steven Strogatz's brilliantly creative, down?to?earth history shows
that calculus is not about complexity; it's about simplicity. It
harnesses an unreal number--infinity--to tackle real?world problems,
breaking them down into easier ones and then reassembling the answers
into solutions that feel miraculous. Infinite Powers recounts how
calculus tantalized and thrilled its inventors, starting with its
first glimmers in ancient Greece and bringing us right up to the
discovery of gravitational waves (a phenomenon predicted by calculus).
Strogatz reveals how this form of math rose to the challenges of each
age: how to determine the area of a circle with only sand and a stick;
how to explain why Mars goes "backwards" sometimes; how to make
electricity with magnets; how to ensure your rocket doesn't miss the
moon; how to turn the tide in the fight against AIDS. As Strogatz
proves, calculus is truly the language of the universe. By unveiling
the principles of that language, Infinite Powers makes us marvel at
the world anew.
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Humble Pi
Two veteran math educators demonstrate how some "magnificent mistakes"
had profound consequences for our understanding of mathematics' key
concepts. In the nineteenth century, English mathematician William
Shanks spent fifteen years calculating the value of pi, setting a
record for the number of decimal places. Later, his calculation was
reproduced using large wooden numerals to decorate the cupola of a
hall in the Palais de la Découverte in Paris. However, in 1946, with
the aid of a mechanical desk calculator that ran for seventy hours, it
was discovered that there was a mistake in the 528th decimal place.
Today, supercomputers have determined the value of pi to trillions of
decimal places. This is just one of the amusing and intriguing stories
about mistakes in mathematics in this layperson's guide to
mathematical principles. In another example, the authors show that
when we "prove" that every triangle is isosceles, we are violating a
concept not even known to Euclid - that of "betweenness." And if we
disregard the time-honored Pythagorean theorem, this is a misuse of
the concept of infinity. Even using correct procedures can sometimes
lead to absurd - but enlightening - results. Requiring no more than
high-school-level math competency, this playful excursion through the
nuances of math will give you a better grasp of this fundamental, allPage 33/42
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important science.

Cracking Mathematics
A guide to changing how you think about numbers and mathematics, from
the prodigy changing the way the world thinks about math. We all know
math is important: we live in the age of big data, our lives are
increasingly governed by algorithms, and we're constantly faced with a
barrage of statistics about everything from politics to our health.
But what might be less obvious is how math factors into your daily
life, and what memorizing all of those formulae in school had to do
with it. Math prodigy Stefan Buijsman is beginning to change that
through his pioneering research into the way we learn math. Plusses
and Minuses is based in the countless ways that math is engrained in
our daily lives, and shows readers how math can actually be used to
make problems easier to solve. Taking readers on a journey around the
world to visit societies that have developed without the use of math,
and back into history to learn how and why various disciples of
mathematics were invented, Buijsman shows the vital importance of
math, and how a better understanding of mathematics will give us a
better understanding of the world as a whole. Stefan Buijsman has
become one of the most sought-after experts in math education after he
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completed his PhD at age 20. In Plusses and Minuses, he puts his
research into practice to help anyone gain a better grasp of
mathematics than they have ever had.

Infinite Powers
One of Vogue’s Most Anticipated Books of 2020 One of Esquire's 15 Best
Books of the Winter One of Vogue’s 22 Best Books to Read This Winter
“The memoir I’ve been waiting for: a bold, incisive, and illuminating
story of a woman whose devotion to language and literature comes at a
hideous cost. It’s Joanna Rakoff’s My Salinger Year updated for the
age of She Said: a literary New York now long past; an intimate,
fiercely realist portrait of a mythic literary figure; and now, a
tender reckoning with possession, power, and what Jia Tolentino called
the ‘Important, Inappropriate Literary Man.’ A poised and superbly
perceptive narration of the problems of working with men, and of
loving them.” — Eleanor Henderson, author of 10,000 Saints A fiercely
personal memoir about coming of age in the male-dominated literary
world of the nineties, becoming the first female literary editor of
Esquire, and Miller's personal and working relationship with David
Foster Wallace A naive and idealistic twenty-two-year-old from the
Midwest, Adrienne Miller got her lucky break when she was hired as an
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editorial assistant at GQ magazine in the mid-nineties. Even if its
sensibilities were manifestly mid-century—the martinis, powerful male
egos, and unquestioned authority of kings—GQ still seemed the red-hot
center of the literary world. It was there that Miller began learning
how to survive in a man’s world. Three years later, she forged her own
path, becoming the first woman to take on the role of literary editor
of Esquire, home to the male writers who had defined manhood itself—
Hemingway, Mailer, and Carver. Up against this old world, she would
soon discover that it wanted nothing to do with a “mere girl.” But
this was also a unique moment in history that saw the rise of a new
literary movement, as exemplified by McSweeney’s and the work of David
Foster Wallace. A decade older than Miller, the mercurial Wallace
would become the defining voice of a generation and the fiction writer
she would work with most. He was her closest friend, confidant—and
antagonist. Their intellectual and artistic exchange grew into a
highly charged professional and personal relationship between the most
prominent male writer of the era and a young woman still finding her
voice. This memoir—a rich, dazzling story of power, ambition, and
identity—ultimately asks the question “How does a young woman fit into
this male culture and at what cost?” With great wit and deep
intelligence, Miller presents an inspiring and moving portrayal of a
young woman’s education in a land of men.
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The First 20 Hours
A book from the stand-up mathematician that makes math fun again! Math
is boring, says the mathematician and comedian Matt Parker. Part of
the problem may be the way the subject is taught, but it's also true
that we all, to a greater or lesser extent, find math difficult and
counterintuitive. This counterintuitiveness is actually part of the
point, argues Parker: the extraordinary thing about math is that it
allows us to access logic and ideas beyond what our brains can
instinctively do—through its logical tools we are able to reach beyond
our innate abilities and grasp more and more abstract concepts. In the
absorbing and exhilarating Things to Make and Do in the Fourth
Dimension, Parker sets out to convince his readers to revisit the very
math that put them off the subject as fourteen-year-olds. Starting
with the foundations of math familiar from school (numbers, geometry,
and algebra), he reveals how it is possible to climb all the way up to
the topology and to four-dimensional shapes, and from there to
infinity—and slightly beyond. Both playful and sophisticated, Things
to Make and Do in the Fourth Dimension is filled with captivating
games and puzzles, a buffet of optional hands-on activities that
entices us to take pleasure in math that is normally only available to
those studying at a university level. Things to Make and Do in the
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Fourth Dimension invites us to re-learn much of what we missed in
school and, this time, to be utterly enthralled by it.

The Mission
Impressive statistics are thrown at us every day - the cost of health
care; the size of an earthquake; the distance to the nearest star; the
number of giraffes in the world. We know all these numbers are
important - some more than others - and it's vaguely unsettling when
we don't really have a clear sense of how remarkable or how ordinary
they are. How do we work out what these figures actually mean? Are
they significant, should we be worried, or excited, or impressed? How
big is big, how small is small? With this entertaining and engaging
book, help is at hand. Andrew Elliott gives us the tips and tools to
make sense of numbers, to get a sense of proportion, to decipher what
matters. It is a celebration of a numerate way of understanding the
world. It shows how number skills help us to understand the everyday
world close at hand, and how the same skills can be stretched to
demystify the bigger numbers that we find in the wider contexts of
science, politics, and the universe. Entertaining, full of practical
examples, and memorable concepts, Is That A Big Number? renews our
relationship with figures. If numbers are the musical notes with which
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the symphony of the universe is written, and you're struggling to hear
the tune, then this is the book to get you humming again.

Maths on the Back of an Envelope: Clever ways to (roughly)
calculate anything
“Delivers an enthusiastic introduction to nutritional epidemiology…
Using simple illustrations and his trademark humor to demystify
scientific analysis that doesn't always prove cause and effect, Zaidan
empowers readers to make their own dietary decisions.”—Shelf
Awareness, starred review Cheese puffs. Coffee. Sunscreen. Vapes.
George Zaidan reveals what will kill you, what won’t, and
why—explained with high-octane hilarity, hysterical hijinks, and other
things that don’t begin with the letter H. INGREDIENTS offers the
perspective of a chemist on the stuff we eat, drink, inhale, and smear
on ourselves. Apart from the burning question of whether you should
eat that Cheeto, Zaidan explores a range of topics. Here’s a helpful
guide: Stuff in this book: - How bad is processed food? How sure are
we? - Is sunscreen safe? Should you use it? - Is coffee good or bad
for you? - What’s your disease horoscope? - What is that public pool
smell made of? - What happens when you overdose on fentanyl in the
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sun? - What do cassava plants and Soviet spies have in common? - When
will you die? Stuff in other books: - Your carbon footprint - Food
sustainability - GMOs - CEO pay - Science funding - Politics Football - Baseball - Any kind of ball really Zaidan, an MIT-trained
chemist who cohosted CNBC’s hit Make Me a Millionaire Inventor and
wrote and voiced several TED-Ed viral videos, makes chemistry more fun
than Hogwarts as he reveals exactly what science can (and can’t) tell
us about the packaged ingredients sold to us every day. Sugar,
spinach, formaldehyde, cyanide, the ingredients of life and death, and
how we know if something is good or bad for us—as well as the genius
of aphids and their butts—are all discussed in exquisite detail at
breakneck speed.
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